
Shanahan Ridge 4 
Wildfire Survey Results
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88%

Yes No Not Sure

Do you consider your residence to be located in an area 
that is at risk for wildfire? 



Who do you believe is responsible for wildfire risk 
reduction before, during, and after an event?

My HOA (59%)

City of Boulder (41%)

OSMP (65%)

Boulder Fire-Rescue (67%)

Me (88%)
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31%

8%

61%

Yes No Some but not all of these actions

To reduce wildfire risk from our common area open space, we have a policy that allows homeowners, at their 
discretion, to mow a 5-foot fire break in the field grasses that abut the split-rail fence behind their home.  To 

further reduce wildfire risk, the HOA is also looking at creating and maintain a mow strip around our entire fence 
line (5-10 feet in width), limbing trees in our common areas that are too close to other fuels, and removing some 

common area junipers that pose a high risk to homes.  Would you endorse these actions? 



To reduce risk to your own home and those of your neighbors, would you be 
willing to remove or cut back high risk evergreen trees and shrubs growing 

within a few feet of, and especially in contact with, your home? 

22%

78%

Yes No



other (14%)

nothing (2%)

replaced landscaping (55%)

remove trash/debris (82%)

clear roof/gutters (67%)

move storage (16%)

thinning and pruning (31%)

home access/identity (88%)

mowed grass (84%)

moved combustibles from home (55%)
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What have you done around your property to prepare for a wildfire? 



other (41%)

lack of knowledge (37%)

lack of regulations (6%)

labor (16%)

time (35%)

money (20%)
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What factors prevent you from conducting fire mitigation on your property? 



37%

63%

Yes No

Would you like Boulder Fire-Rescue to do a free wildfire-risk assessment for your property? 



Would you like Boulder Fire-Rescue to do a free wildland fire education workshop for your 
HOA? 

8%

92%

Yes No



other (8%)

nothing (10%)

document/insured property (61%)

made "go bag" (22%)

learned evacuation routes (37%)

safer home (39%)

neighborhood plan (2%)

communication plan (10%)

safegaurd documents (45%)

family plan (35%)

emergency alerts (53%)
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What steps have you taken to prepare for a home evacuation? 



don't know

other

shelter

2nd property

friends/family

hotel
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If you needed to evacuate for 3 days or longer where would you go? 



46%

6%

48%

Yes No Not sure

Would your homeowner’s insurance cover the full replacement cost of your home in the 
event of a wildland fire resulting in a total loss? 


